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Unsupervised learning of foreground object detection
Ioana Croitoru · Simion-Vlad Bogolin · Marius Leordeanu
Abstract Unsupervised learning poses one of the most dif-
ficult challenges in computer vision today. The task has an
immense practical value with many applications in artificial
intelligence and emerging technologies, as large quantities
of unlabeled videos can be collected at relatively low cost.
In this paper, we address the unsupervised learning prob-
lem in the context of detecting the main foreground objects
in single images. We train a student deep network to pre-
dict the output of a teacher pathway that performs unsu-
pervised object discovery in videos or large image collec-
tions. Our approach is different from published methods on
unsupervised object discovery. We move the unsupervised
learning phase during training time, then at test time we ap-
ply the standard feed-forward processing along the student
pathway. This strategy has the benefit of allowing increased
generalization possibilities during training, while remaining
fast at testing. Our unsupervised learning algorithm can run
over several generations of student-teacher training. Thus,
a group of student networks trained in the first generation
collectively create the teacher at the next generation. In ex-
periments our method achieves top results on three current
datasets for object discovery in video, unsupervised image
segmentation and saliency detection. At test time the pro-
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posed system is fast, being one to two orders of magnitude
faster than published unsupervised methods.
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1 Introduction
Unsupervised learning is one of the most difficult and inter-
esting problems in computer vision and machine learning
today. Many researchers believe that learning from large
collections of unlabeled videos could help decode hard
questions regarding the nature of intelligence and learn-
ing. Moreover, as unlabeled videos are easy to collect at
relatively low cost, unsupervised learning could be of real
practical value in many computer vision and robotics ap-
plications. In this article we propose a novel approach to
unsupervised learning that successfully tackles many of the
challenges associated with this task. We present a system
that is composed of two main pathways, one that performs
unsupervised object discovery in videos or large image col-
lections along the teacher branch, and the other, the student
branch, which learns from the teacher to detect foreground
objects in single images. Our approach is general in the
sense that the student or teacher pathways do not depend
on a specific neural network architecture or implementa-
tion. Also, our approach allows the unsupervised learning
process to continue over several generations of students
and teachers. In Algorithm 1 we present the high level de-
scription of our method. We will use throughout the paper
the terms ”generation” and ”iteration” of Algorithm 1 in-
terchangeably. A preliminary version of this work, without
presenting the possibility of learning over several genera-
tions and with fewer experimental results appeared at ICCV
2017 (Croitoru et al (2017)).
In Figure 1 we present a graphic overview of our full sys-
tem. In the unsupervised training stage the student network
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(module A) learns, frame by frame, from an unsupervised
teacher pathway (modules B and C) to produce similar ob-
ject masks in single images. The student branch tries to imi-
tate for each frame the output of the teacher, while having as
input only a single image - the current frame. The teacher on
the other hand has access to an entire video sequence. The
method presented in Algorithm 1 follows the main steps of
the system as it learns from one iteration (generation) to the
next. The steps are discussed in more detail in Section 3.
During the first iteration of Algorithm 1, the unsuper-
vised teacher pathway has access to information over time -
a video. In contrast, the student is deeper in structure, but it
has access only to a single image - the current video frame.
Thus, the information discovered by the teacher in time is
captured by the student in added depth, over neural layers
of abstraction. Several student nets with different architec-
tures are trained at the first iteration. In order to use as su-
pervisory signal only good quality masks, an unsupervised
mask selection procedure is applied, as explained in Sec-
tion 4. Once several student nets are trained, their output is
combined to form the teacher at the next iteration. Then, we
run, at the next generation, the newly formed teacher on a
larger set of unlabeled videos, to produce supervisory signal
for the next generation students. Note that while at the first
iteration the teacher pathway is required to receive video se-
quences as input, from the second generation on, it could
receive as input large image collections, as well. Due to the
very high computational and storage costs, required during
training time, we limit our experiments to learning over two
generations, but our algorithm is general and could run over
many iterations. We show in extensive experiments that even
two generations are sufficient to significantly outperform the
current state of the art on object discovery in video and im-
ages. We also demonstrate a solid improvement from one
generation to the next. Now we enumerate the main contri-
butions of our approach:
1) We introduce a novel approach to unsupervised learn-
ing from videos to detect foreground objects in images. The
overview of our system and algorithm are presented in Fig-
ure 1 and Algorithm 1. The system has two main pathways -
one that acts as a teacher and discovers objects in videos or
large collections of images and the other that acts as student
and learns from the teacher to detect the foreground objects
in single input images. We provide a general algorithm for
unsupervised learning over several generations of students
and teachers. We experiment with different types of student
nets and show how they collectively work together to form
the teacher at the next generation. This is done in conjunc-
tion with a novel unsupervised soft-mask selection scheme.
We demonstrate experimentally that within a generation the
students are more powerful than their teachers, while both
pathways improve significantly from one generation to the
next.
Fig. 1 The dual student-teacher system proposed for unsupervised
learning to detect foreground objects in images, functioning as pre-
sented in Algorithm 1. It has two pathways: along the teacher branch,
an object discoverer in videos or large image collections (module B)
detects foreground objects. The resulting soft masks are then filtered
based on an unsupervised data selection procedure (module C). The
resulting final set of pairs - input image (a video frame) and soft mask
for that particular frame (which acts as an unsupervised label) - are
used to train the student pathway (module A). The whole process can
be repeated over several generations. At each generation several stu-
dent CNNs are trained, then they collectively contribute to form a more
powerful teacher, at the next iteration of the overall algorithm.
2) At the higher level, our proposed algorithm is suffi-
ciently general to accommodate different implementations
and neural network architectures. In this paper, we also pro-
vide a specific implementation which we describe in detail.
We demonstrate its performance on three recent datasets,
namely YouTube Objects (Prest et al (2012)), Object Dis-
covery in Internet Images (Rubinstein et al (2013)) and
Pascal-S (Li et al (2014)), on which we obtain state of the
art results. To our best knowledge, it is the first system that
learns to detect and segment foreground objects in images
in unsupervised fashion, with no pre-trained features given
or manual labeling, while requiring only a single image at
test time.
2 Scientific context
The literature on unsupervised learning follows two main di-
rections. 1) One is to learn powerful features in an unsuper-
vised way and then use them for transfer learning, within a
supervised scheme and in combination with different classi-
fiers, such as SVMs or CNNs (Radenovic´ et al (2016); Misra
et al (2016); Li et al (2016)). 2) The second direction is to
discover, at test time, common patterns in unlabeled data,
using clustering, feature matching or data mining formula-
tions (Jain et al (1999); Cho et al (2015); Sivic et al (2005)).
Belonging to the first category and closely related to our
work, the approach in Pathak et al (2017) proposes a sys-
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tem in which a deep neural network learns to produce soft
object masks from an unsupervised module that uses optical
flow cues in video. The deep features learned in this manner
are then applied to several transfer learning tasks. Different
from their work, we provide a more general approach that
could learn in an unsupervised manner over several gener-
ations. From an experimental point of view, while Pathak
et al (2017) tests their work on a supervised transfer learn-
ing task, we evaluate ours on specific unsupervised fore-
ground object detection and segmentation tasks and demon-
strate state of the art performance, often by a large margin.
Recently, researchers have started to use the natural, spa-
tial and temporal structure in images and videos as super-
visory signals in unsupervised learning approaches that are
considered to follow a self-supervised learning paradigm
(Raina et al (2007); Lee et al (2017); Wang and Gupta
(2015a)). Methods that fall into this category include those
that learn to estimate the relative patch positions in images
(Doersch et al (2015)), predict color channels (Larsson et al
(2016)), solve jigsaw puzzles (Noroozi and Favaro (2016))
and inpaint (Pathak et al (2016)). One trend is to use as
supervisory signal, spatial and appearance information col-
lected from raw single images. In such single-image cases
the amount of information that can be learned is limited to
a single moment in time, as opposed to the case of learning
from video sequences. Using unlabeled videos as input is
closer related to our work and includes learning to predict
the temporal order of frames (Lee et al (2017)), generate the
future frame (Finn et al (2016); Xue et al (2016); Goroshin
et al (2015)) or learn from optical flow (Wang and Gupta
(2015b)).
For most of these papers, the unsupervised learning
scheme is only an intermediate step to train features that are
eventually used on classic supervised learning tasks, such as
object classification, object detection or action recognition.
Such pre-trained features perform better than randomly ini-
tialized ones, as they contain valuable semantic information
implicit in the natural structure of the world used as su-
pervisory signal. In our work, we focus mostly on specific
unsupervised tasks on which we perform extensive evalu-
ations, but we also show some results on transfer learning
experiments.
The second main approach to unsupervised learning
includes methods for image co-segmentation (Joulin et al
(2010); Kim et al (2011); Rubinstein et al (2013); Joulin
et al (2012); Kuettel et al (2012); Vicente et al (2011);
Rubio et al (2012); Leordeanu et al (2012)) and weakly su-
pervised localization (Deselaers et al (2012); Nguyen et al
(2009); Siva et al (2013)). Earlier methods are based on
local feature matching and detection of their co-occurrence
patterns (Stretcu and Leordeanu (2015); Sivic et al (2005);
Leordeanu et al (2005); Parikh and Chen (2007); Liu and
Chen (2007)), while more recent ones (Joulin et al (2014);
Rochan and Wang (2014)) discover object tubes by linking
candidate bounding boxes between frames with or without
refining their location. Traditionally, the task of unsuper-
vised learning from image sequences has been formulated
as a feature matching or data clustering optimization prob-
lem, which is computationally very expensive due to its
combinatorial nature.
There are also other papers (Lee et al (2011); Cheng
et al (2017); Dutt Jain et al (2017); Tokmakov et al (2017))
that tackle unsupervised learning tasks but are not fully
unsupervised, using powerful features that are pre-trained
in supervised fashion on large datasets, such as ImageNet
(Russakovsky et al (2015)) or VOC2012 (Everingham et al
(2015)). Such works take advantage of the rich source of
supervised information learned from other datasets, through
features trained to respond to general object properties over
tens or hundreds of object categories.
With respect to the end goal, our work is more related
to the second research direction, on unsupervised discovery
in video. However, unlike that research, we do not discover
objects at test time, but during the unsupervised training pro-
cess, when the student pathway learns to detect foreground
objects. Therefore, from the learning perspective, our work
is more related to the first research direction based on self-
supervised training.
3 Overall approach
We propose a genuine unsupervised learning algorithm for
foreground object detection that offers the possibility to im-
prove over several iterations. Our method combines in com-
plementary ways multiple modules that are well suited for
this task. It starts with a teacher pathway that discovers ob-
jects in unlabeled videos and produces a soft mask of the
foreground object in each frame. The resulting soft-masks
of lower quality are then filtered out automatically. Next,
the remaining ones are passed to a student ConvNet, which
learns to predict object masks in single images. When sev-
eral student nets of different architectures are learned they
form a new teacher for the next generation, then the whole
process is repeated. At the next iteration we bring in more
unlabeled data, we learn in an unsupervised fashion a better
data selection mechanism and ultimately train more pow-
erful student networks. In Algorithm 1 we enumerate con-
cisely the main steps of our approach.
Now we present the main algorithm in more detail.
At Step 1 we start with an object discoverer in video se-
quences. There are several available methods for video dis-
covery in the literature, with good performance (Borji et al
(2012); Cheng et al (2015); Barnich and Van Droogenbroeck
(2011)). We chose the VideoPCA algorithm introduced as
part of the system in Stretcu and Leordeanu (2015) because
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Algorithm 1 Unsupervised learning of foreground object
detection
Step 1: perform unsupervised object discovery in unlabeled videos,
along the teacher pathway (module B in Figure 1).
Step 2: automatically filter out poor soft masks produced at the pre-
vious step (module C in Figure 1).
Step 3: use the remaining masks as supervisory signal for training
one or more student nets, along the student pathway (module A in
Figure 1).
Step 4: use the ensemble of student nets to form a new teacher and
learn a more powerful soft-mask selector, for the next iteration (re-
ferred to as a novel student-teacher generation).
Step 5: extend the unlabeled video dataset and return to Step 1 to
train the next generation (note that from this step forward, the train-
ing dataset can also be extended with collections of unlabeled im-
ages, not just videos).
it is very fast (50-100 fps), uses very simple features (in-
dividual pixel colors) and it is completely unsupervised,
with no usage of supervised pre-trained features. It learns
how to separate the foreground from the background. It ex-
ploits the spatio-temporal consistency in appearance, shape,
movement and location of objects, common in video shots,
along with the contrasting properties, in size, shape, motion
and location, between the main object and the background
scene. Note that it would be much harder, at this first stage,
to discover objects in collections of unrelated images, where
there is no smooth variation in shape, appearance and loca-
tion over time. Only at the second iteration of the algorithm,
the simpler VideoPCA is replaced with a more powerful
ensemble of student nets which is able to discover objects
in collections of images as well.
The teacher branch produces soft foreground masks, one
per each frame, which are not always of good quality. Thus,
at Step 2, we use, during the first iteration, a simple and ef-
fective way to filter out poor masks. Only at the second iter-
ation we are able to learn a more powerful soft-mask selec-
tor (see Section 4.2.1). The soft-masks that pass the filtering
phase are then used (Algorithm 1, Step 3) to train the student
pathway. As we want the student branch to learn general vi-
sual properties of objects in images, we limit its access to a
single input image.
Our approach offers the possibility of improving per-
formance by training a next generation of object detectors.
In experiments, we found that there are three key aspects,
which are effective at improving generalization at the next
iteration: 1) we need to train several student nets (at module
A), preferably of different architectures, which are stronger
in combination than separately. Then, they become the
teacher (module B) at the next iteration; 2) we train, also in
an unsupervised fashion, a better soft-mask selector (mod-
ule C); 3) it is preferred to increase the unlabeled training
set at the next iteration, for improved generalization.
Having access to the complete training set at the very
first iteration could be useful, but it is not optimal. At that
stage, the teacher is still weak and imposes a certain lim-
itation on how much could be learned from the data, no
matter how large that data is. Getting access to a larger un-
labeled training dataset is more effective at the second it-
eration, when the teacher pathway is significantly stronger.
The idea of gradually increasing the complexity in the train-
ing set is also related to curriculum learning (Bengio et al
(2009)), when we start with simpler cases then add more
difficult ones. Increasing the strength of the teacher path-
way improves the quality of the supervisory signal, while
introducing more unlabeled data increases variety. Both act
together in order to improve generalization.
4 System architecture
We, now, detail the architecture and training process of our
system, module by module, as seen in Figure 1. We first
present the student pathway (module A in Figure 1), which
takes as input an individual image (e.g. current frame in the
video) and learns to predict foreground soft-masks from an
unsupervised teacher. The teacher pathway (represented by
modules B and C in Figure 1), is explained in detail in the
Section 4.2.
4.1 Student path: single-image segmentation
The student processing pathway (module A in Figure 1)
consists of a deep convolutional network. We test different
neural network architectures, some of which are commonly
used in the recent literature on semantic image segmenta-
tion. We create a small pool of relatively diverse architec-
tures, presented next.
The first convolutional network architecture for seman-
tic segmentation that we test, is based on a more traditional
CNN design. We term it LowRes-Net (see Figure 2) due to
its low resolution soft-mask output. It has ten layers (seven
convolutional, two pooling and one fully connected) and
skip connections. Skip connections have proved to offer a
boost in performance, as shown in the literature (Raiko et al
(2012); Pinheiro et al (2016)). We also observed a similar
improvement in our experiments when using skip connec-
tions. The LowRes-Net takes as input a 128× 128 RGB im-
age (along with its hue, saturation and derivatives w.r.t. x and
y) and produces a 32×32 soft segmentation of the main ob-
jects present in the image. Because LowRes-Net has a fully
connected layer at the top, we reduced the output resolution
of the soft-segmentation mask, to limit memory cost. While
the derviatives w.r.t x and y are in principle not needed (as
they could be learned by appropriate filters during training),
in our tests explicitly providing the derivatives along with
HSV and by using skip-connections boosted the accuracy
by over 1%. The LowRes-Net has a total of 78M parame-
ters, most of them being in the last, fully connected layer.
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Fig. 2 Different architectures for the ”student” networks, each processing a single image. They are trained to predict the unsupervised label masks
given by the teacher pathway, frame by frame. The architectures vary from the more classical baseline LowRes-Net (left), with low resolution
output, to more recent architectures, such as the fully convolutional one (middle) and different types of U-Nets (right). For the U-Net architecture
the blocks denoted with double arrows can be interchanged to obtain a new architecture. We noticed that on the task of bounding box fitting the
simpler low-resolution network performed very well, while being outperformed by the U-Nets on fine object segmentation.
The second CNN architecture tested, termed FConv-Net,
is fully convolutional (Long et al (2015)), as also presented
in Figure 2. It has a higher resolution output of 128x128,
with input size 256x256. Its main structure is derived from
the basic LowRes-Net model. Different from LowRes-Net,
it is missing the fully connected layer at the end and has
more parameters in the convolutional layers, for a total of
13M parameters.
We also tested three different nets based on the U-Net
(Ronneberger et al (2015)) architecture, which proved very
effective in the semantic segmentation literature. Our U-net
networks are: 1) BasicU-Net, 2) DilateU-Net - similar to
BasicU-Net but using atrous (dilated) convolutions (Yu and
Koltun (2015)) in the center module, and 3) DenseU-Net -
with dense connections in the down and up modules (Je´gou
et al (2017)).
The BasicU-Net has 5 down modules with 2 convolu-
tional layers each, with 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 features
maps, respectively. In the center module the BasicU-Net has
two convolutional layers with 1024 feature maps each. The
up modules have 3 convolutional layers and the same num-
ber of features maps as the corresponding down modules.
The only difference between BasicU-Net and DilateU-Net
is that the former has a different center module with 6 atrous
convolutions and 512 feature maps each. Then, DenseU-
Net has 4 down modules with 4 corresponding up modules.
Each down and up module has 4 convolutions with skip-
connections (as presented in Figure 2). The modules have
12, 24, 48 and 64 features maps, respectively. The transition
represents a convolution, having the role of reducing the out-
put number of feature maps from each module. The BasicU-
Net has 34M parameters, while the DilateU-Net has 18M
parameters. DenseU-Net has only 3M parameters, but uses
skip-connections inside the up and down blocks in order to
make up for the difference in the number of parameters. All
three U-Nets have 256x256 input and same resolution out-
put. All networks use ReLU activation functions. Please see
Figure 2 for more specific details regarding the architectures
of the different models.
Given the current setup, the student nets do not learn
to identify specific object classes. They will learn to softly
segment the main foreground objects present, regardless
of their particular category. The main difference in their
performance is in their ability to produce fine object seg-
mentations. While the LowRes-Net tends to provide a good
support for estimating the object’s bounding box due to
its simpler output, the other ConvNets (especially the U-
Nets), with higher resolution, are better at finely segmenting
objects. Due to the different ways in which the particu-
lar models make mistakes, they are always stronger when
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forming an ensemble. In experiments we also show that they
outperform their teacher and are able to detect objects from
categories that were not seen during training.
4.1.1 Student networks ensemble
The pool of student networks with different architectures
produce varied results that differ qualitatively. While the
bounding boxes computed from their soft-masks have sim-
ilar accuracy, the actual soft-segmentation output looks
differently. They have different strengths, while making
different kinds of mistakes. The above observation immedi-
ately suggests that they should be stronger in combination,
so we have experimented with the idea of combining them
into an ensemble. We propose two types of ensembles.
The first one, termed Multi-Net, outputs a soft-mask that
is obtained by multiplying pixel-wise the soft-masks pro-
duced by each individual student net. Thus, only positive
pixels, on which all nets agree, survive to the final segmen-
tation. Multi-Net offers robust masks of significantly higher
quality. In Section 4.2.1 we show how Multi-Net can be ef-
fectively used to learn in an unsupervised fashion, a network
(EvalSeg-Net) for evaluating the goodness of a specific seg-
mentation. That network is an important part of the next gen-
eration teacher pathway and replaces module C at the next
iteration.
The second approach to forming an ensemble is to
use EvalSeg-Net in order to select the best soft-mask
from the pool of masks generated by the student nets.
We term this ensemble system, MultiSelect-Net. Quanti-
tatively, MultiSelect-Net and Multi-Net perform similarly,
but Multi-Net tends to produce fuzzier masks due to the
additional multiplication of the student’s soft-masks.
4.1.2 Training the student ConvNets
We treat foreground object segmentation as a multidimen-
sional regression problem, where the soft mask given by the
unsupervised video segmentation system acts as the desired
output. Let I be the input RGB image (a video frame) andY
be the corresponding 0-255 valued soft segmentation given
by the unsupervised teacher for that particular frame. The
goal of our network is to predict a soft segmentation mask
Yˆ of width W and height H (where W = H = 32 for the
basic architecture, W = H = 128 for fully convolutional
architecture and W = H = 256 for U-Net architectures),
that approximates as well as possible the mask Y. For each
pixel in the output image, we predict a 0-255 value, so that
the total difference between Y and Yˆ is minimized. Thus,
given a set of N training examples, let I(n) be the input
image (a video frame), Yˆ(n) be the predicted output mask
for I(n), Y(n) the soft segmentation mask (corresponding
to I(n)) and w the network parameters. Y(n) is produced
by the video discoverer after processing the video that I(n)
belongs to. Then, our loss is:
L(w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
W×H∑
p=1
(Y(n)p − Yˆ(n)p (w, I(n)))
2
(1)
where Y(n)p and Yˆ
(n)
p denotes the p-th pixel from Y(n),
respectively Yˆ(n).
We observed that in our tests, the L2 loss performed
better than the cross-entropy loss, due to the fact that the
soft-masks used as labels have real values, not discrete
ones. Also, they are not perfect, so the idea of threshold-
ing them for training does not perform as well as directly
predicting their real values. We train our network using
the Tensorflow (Abadi et al (2015)) framework with the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba (2014)). All models are
trained end-to-end using a fixed learning rate of 0.001 for
10 epochs. The training time for any given model is about
3-5 days on a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU, for the first
iteration and about 2 weeks for the second iteration students.
Post-processing. The student CNN outputs a W × H soft
mask. In order to fairly compare our models with other
methods, we have two different post processing steps: 1)
bounding box fitting and 2) segmentation refinement. For
fitting a box around the soft mask, we first up-sample the
W ×H output to the original size of the image, then thresh-
old the mask (validated on a small subset), determine the
connected components and fit a tight box around each of the
components. We perform segmentation refinement (point
2) in a single case, on the Internet Images Dataset as also
specified in the experiments section. For that, we use the
OpenCV implementation of GrabCut (Rother et al (2004))
to refine our soft mask, up-sampled to the original size. In
all other tests we use the original output of the networks.
4.2 Teacher path: unsupervised discovery in video
There are several methods available for discovering objects
and salient regions in images and videos (Borji et al (2012);
Cheng et al (2015); Hou and Zhang (2007); Jiang et al
(2013); Cucchiara et al (2003); Barnich and Van Droogen-
broeck (2011)) with reasonably good performance. More
recent methods for foreground objects discovery such as
Papazoglou and Ferrari (2013) are both relatively fast and
accurate, with runtime around 4 seconds per frame. How-
ever, that runtime is still long and prohibitive for training
the student CNN that requires millions of images. For that
reason we used at the first generation (Iteration 1 of Algo-
rithm 1) for module B in Figure 1, the VideoPCA algorithm,
which is a part of the whole system introduced in Stretcu
and Leordeanu (2015). It has lower accuracy than the full
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system, but it is much faster, running at 50 − 100 fps. At
this speed we can produce one million unsupervised soft
segmentations in a reasonable time of about 5-6 hours.
VideoPCA. The main idea behind VideoPCA is to model
the background in video frames with Principal Compo-
nent Analysis. It finds initial foreground regions as parts
of the frames that are not reconstructed well with the PCA
model. Foreground objects are smaller than the background,
have contrasting appearance and more complex movements.
They could be seen as outliers, within the larger background
scene. That makes them less likely to be captured well by
the first PCA components. Thus, for each frame, an initial
soft-mask is produced from an error image, which is the
difference between the original image and the PCA recon-
struction. These error images are first smoothed with a large
Gaussian filter and then thresholded. The binary masks ob-
tained are used to learn color models of foreground and
background, based on which individual pixels are classified
as belonging to foreground or not. The object masks ob-
tained are further multiplied with a large centered Gaussian,
based on the assumption that foreground objects are often
closer to the image center. These are the final masks used in
your system. For more technical details, the reader is invited
to consult Stretcu and Leordeanu (2015). In this work, we
use the method exactly as found online1 without any param-
eter tuning.
Teacher pathway at the next generation: At the next iter-
ation of Algorithm 1, VideoPCA (in module B) is replaced
by the student nets trained at the previous iteration in the fol-
lowing way. While we could use as new module B any of the
two ensembles Multi-Net or MultiSelect-Net, we preferred
a simpler and more efficient approach. For each unlabeled
training image we ran all student nets and obtain multiple
soft-masks, without combining them to produce a single out-
put per image. Therefore the new module B is the collection
of all student nets acting in parallel. Then, their soft-masks
are filtered independently (using a given threshold) by the
new Module C in Figure 1, which is represented at the sec-
ond iteration by EvalSeg-Net. Note that it is possible in this
manner to obtain one, several or no soft segmentations for
a given training image. This approach is fast and it offers
the advantage of processing data in parallel over multiple
GPUs, without having to wait for all student nets to finish
for every input image. As our experiments demonstrate, the
approach is also efficient, with significantly better results at
the second generation.
4.2.1 Unsupervised soft masks selection
The performance of the student net is influenced by the
quality of the soft masks provided as labels by the teacher
branch. The cleaner the masks, the more chances the student
has to learn to segment well objects in images. VideoPCA
tends to produce good results if the object present in the
video stands out well against the background scene, in
terms of motion and appearance. However, if the object is
occluded at some point, does not move w.r.t the scene or
has a similar appearance to its background, the resulting
soft masks might be poor. In the first generation, we used
a simple measure of masks quality to select only the good
soft-masks for training the student pathway, based on the
following observation: when VideoPCA masks are close
to the ground truth, the average of their nonzero values is
usually high. Thus, when the discoverer is confident, it is
more likely to be right. The average value of non-zero pixels
in the soft mask is then used as a score indicator for each
segmented frame. Only masks of certain quality according
to this indicator are selected and used for training the stu-
dent nets. This represents module C in Figure 1 at the first
generation of Algorithm 1. While being effective at iteration
1, the simple average value over all pixels cannot capture
the goodness of a segmentation at the higher level of overall
shape. At the next iterations, we therefore explore new ways
to improve it.
Consequently, at the next iterations we propose an un-
supervised way for learning the EvalSeg-Net to estimate
segmentation quality. As mentioned previously, Multi-Net
provides masks of higher quality as it cancels errors from
individual student nets. Thus, we use the cosine similarity
between a given individual segmentation and the ensemble
Multi-Net mask, as a cost for ”goodness” of segmentation.
Having this unsupervised segmentation cost we train the
EvalSeg-Net deep neural net to predict it. As previously
mentioned, this net acts as an automatic mask evaluation
procedure, which in subsequent iterations becomes module
C in Figure 1, replacing the simple mask average value used
at Iteration 1. Only masks that pass a certain threshold are
used for training the student path.
The architecture of EvalSeg-Net is similar to LowRes-
Net (Figure 2), with the difference that the input channel
containing image derivatives is replaced by the actual soft-
segmentation that requires evaluation and it does not have
skip connections. Also, after the last fully connected layer
(size 512) we add a last one-neuron layer to predict the seg-
mentation quality score, which is a single real valued num-
ber.
Let I be an input RGB image, S an input soft-mask,
Yˆ =
∏5
i=1 YˆNi be the output of our Multi-Net where YˆNi
denotes the output of networkNi. We treat the segmentation
1 https://sites.google.com/site/multipleframesmatching/
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Fig. 3 Purity of soft masks vs. degree of selection. When selectivity increases, the true purity of the training frames improves. Our automatic
selection method is not perfect: some low quality masks may have high scores, while other good ones may be ranked lower. At the first iteration
of Algorithm 1 we select masks obtained with VideoPCA, while at the second generation we selected masks obtained with the teacher at the
second generation. The plots are computed using results from the VID dataset, where there is an annotation for each input frame. Note the
significantly better quality of masks at the second iteration (red vs. blue lines, in the left plot). We have also compared the simple ”mean” based
selection procedure used at iteration 1 (yellow line) with EvalSeg-Net used at iteration 2 (red line), on the same soft masks from iteration 2. The
EvalSeg-Net is more powerful, which justifies its use at the second iteration when it replaces the simple ”mean” based procedure.
”goodness” evaluation task as a regression problem where
we want to predict the Cosine similarity between S and Yˆ.
So, our loss for EvalSeg-Net is defined as follows:
L(w) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
(
oˆ(k)(w, I(k),S(k))− S
(k)· Yˆ(k)∥∥S(k)∥∥∥∥∥Yˆ(k)∥∥∥
)2
(2)
whereK represents the number of training examples and
oˆ(k)(w, I(k),S(k)) represents the output of EvalSeg-Net for
image I(k) and soft mask S(k).
Given a certain metric for segmentation evaluation (de-
pending on the learning iteration), we keep only the soft
masks above a threshold for each dataset (e.g. VID (Rus-
sakovsky et al (2015)), YTO (Prest et al (2012)), Youtube
Bounding Boxes (Real et al (2017))). In the first itera-
tion this threshold was obtained by sorting the VideoPCA
soft-masks based on their score and keeping only the top
10 percentile, while on the second iteration we validate a
threshold (= 0.8) on a small dataset and select each mask
independently by using this threshold on the single value
output of EvalSeg-Net.
Mask selection evaluation. In Figure 3 we present the de-
pendency of segmentation performance w.r.t ground truth
object boxes (used only for evaluation) vs. the percentile p
of masks kept after the automatic selection, for both gen-
erations. We notice the strong correlation between the per-
centage of frames kept and the quality of segmentations. It
is also evident that the EValSeg-Net is vastly superior to the
simpler procedure used at iteration 1. EvaSeg-Net is able to
correctly evaluate soft segmentations even in more complex
cases (see Figure 4).
Even though, we can expect to improve the quality of
the unsupervised masks by drastically pruning them (e.g.
keeping a smaller percentage), the fewer we are left with,
the less training data we get, increasing the chance to overfit.
We make up for the losses in training data by augmenting
the set of training masks and by also enlarging the actual
unlabeled training set at the second generation. There is a
trade-off between level of selectivity and training data size:
the more selective we are about what masks we accept for
training, the more videos we need to collect and process
through the teacher pathway, to obtain the sufficient training
data size.
Data augmentation. A drawback of the teacher at the first
learning iteration (VideoPCA) is that it can only detect the
main object if it is close to the center of the image. The
assumption that the foreground is close to the center is of-
ten true and indeed helps that method, which has no deep
learned knowledge, to produce soft masks with a relatively
high precision. Not surprisingly, it often fails when the ob-
ject is not in the center, therefore its recall is relatively low.
Our data augmentation procedure addresses this limitation
and can be concisely described as follows: randomly crop
patches of the input image, covering 80% of the original im-
age and scale up the patch to the expected input size. This
produces slightly larger objects at locations that cover the
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Fig. 4 Qualitative results of the unsupervised EvalSeg-Net used for
measuring segmentation ”goodness” and filtering bad masks (Module
C, iteration 2). For each input image we present five soft-masks candi-
dates (from first iteration students) along with their ”goodness” scores
given by EvalSeg-Net, in decreasing order of scores. Note the effec-
tiveness of EvalSeg-Net at ranking soft segmentations.
whole image area, not just the center. As experiments show,
the student net is able to see objects at different locations in
the image, unlike its raw teacher (VideoPCA at iteration 1),
which is strongly biased towards the image center.
At the second generation, the teacher branch is signif-
icantly better at detecting objects at various locations and
scales in the image. Therefore, while artificial data augmen-
tation remains useful (as it is usually the case in deep learn-
ing), its importance diminishes at the second iteration of
learning (Algorithm 1).
4.3 Implementation pipeline
Now that we have presented in technical detail all major
components of our system, we concisely present the actual
steps taken in our experiments, in sequential order, and show
how they relate to our general Algorithm 1 for unsupervised
learning to detect foreground objects in images.
1. Run VideoPCA on input images from VID and YouTube
Objects datasets (Algorithm 1, Iteration 1, Step 1)
2. Select VideoPCA masks using first generation selection
procedure (Algorithm 1, Iteration 1, Step 2)
3. Train first generation student ConvNets on the selected
masks, namely LowRes-Net, FConv-Net, BasicU-Net,
DilateU-Net and DenseU-Net (Algorithm 1, Iteration 1,
Step 3).
4. Create first generation student ensemble Multi-Net by
multiplying the outputs of all students and train EvalSeg-
Net to predict the similarity between a particular mask
and the mask of Multi-Net. Create the second ensemble
MultiSelect-Net by using EvalSeg-Net in combination
with the student’s masks (Algorithm 1, Iteration 1, Step
4).
5. Add new data from YouTube Bounding Boxes. (Algo-
rithm 1, Iteration 1, Step 5)
6. Return to Step 1, the teacher pathway: predict multi-
ple soft-masks per input image on the enlarged unla-
beled video set, using the student nets from Iteration
1 (Module B, Iteration 2), which will be then selected
with EvalSeg-Net at Module C. (Algorithm 1, Iteration
2, Step 1)
7. Select only sufficiently good masks evaluated with
EvalSeg-Net (Algorithm 1, Iteration 2, Step 2)
8. Train the second generation students on the newly se-
lected masks. We use the same architectures as in Itera-
tion 1 (Algorithm 1, Iteration 2, Step 3)
9. Create the second generation student ensembles Multi-
Net and MultiSelect-Net. (Algorithm 1, Iteration 2, Step
4)
The method presented in the introduction sections (Al-
gorithm 1) is a general algorithm for unsupervised learning
from video to detect objects in single images. It presents
a sequence of high level steps followed by different mod-
ules for an unsupervised learning system. The modules are
complementary to each other and function in tandem, each
focusing on a specific aspect of the unsupervised learning
process. Thus, we have a module for generating data, where
soft-masks are produced. There is a module that selects good
quality masks. Then, we have a module for training the next
generation classifiers. While, our concept is first presented
in high level terms, we also present a specific implementa-
tion that represents the first two iterations of the algorithm.
While our implementation is costly during training, in terms
of storage and computation time, at test time it is very fast -
0.02 sec per student net and 0.15 sec per student ensemble.
Computation and storage costs. During training, the com-
putation time for passing through the teacher pathway dur-
ing the first iteration of Algorithm 1 is about 2-3 days: it re-
quires processing data from VID and YTO datasets, includ-
ing running the VideoPCA module. Afterwards, training the
first iteration students, with access to 6 GPUs, takes about 5
days - 6 GPUs are needed for training the 5 different student
architectures, since training FConv-Net requires two GPUs
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in parallel. Next, training the EvalSeg-Net requires 4 addi-
tional days on one GPU. At the second iteration, processing
the data through the teacher pathway takes about 3 weeks on
6 GPUs in parallel - it is more costly due to the larger train-
ing set from which only a small percent (about 10 percent) is
selected with EvalSeg-Net. Finally, training the second gen-
eration students takes 2 additional weeks. In conclusion, the
total computation time required for training, with full access
to 6 GPUs is about 7 weeks, when everything is optimized.
The total storage cost is about 4TB. At test time the student
nets are fast, taking 0.02 sec per image, while the ensemble
nets take around 0.15 sec per image.
5 Experimental analysis
In the first set of experiments we evaluate the impact of
the different components of our system. We experimen-
tally verify that at each iteration the students perform better
than their teachers. Then we test the ability of the system
to improve from one generation to the next. We also test
the effects of data selection and increasing training data
size. Then, we compare the performances of each individual
network and their combined ensembles.
In Section 5.2, we compare our algorithm to state of the
art methods on object discovery in videos and images. We
perform tests on three datasets: YouTube Objects (Prest et al
(2012)), Object Detection in Internet images (Rubinstein
et al (2013)) and Pascal-S (Li et al (2014)). In Section 5.3
we verify that our unsupervised deep features are also useful
in different transfer learning tasks.
Datasets. Unsupervised learning requires large quantities
of unlabeled video data. We have chosen for training data,
videos from three large datasets: ImageNet VID dataset
(Russakovsky et al (2015)), YouTube Objects (Prest et al
(2012)) and YouTube Bounding Boxes (Real et al (2017)).
VID is one of the largest video datasets publicly available,
being fully annotated with ground truth bounding boxes.
The dataset consists of about 4000 videos, having a total
of about 1.2M frames. The videos contain objects that be-
long to 30 different classes. Each frame could have zero,
one or multiple objects annotated. The benchmark chal-
lenge associated with this dataset focuses on the supervised
object detection and recognition problem, which is differ-
ent from the one that we tackle here. Our system is not
trained to identify different object categories, so we do not
report results compared to the state of the art on object class
recognition and detection, on this dataset.
YouTube Objects (YTO) is a challenging video dataset
with objects undergoing significant changes in appearance,
scale and shape, going in and out of occlusion against a vary-
ing, often cluttered background. YTO is at its second ver-
sion now and consists of about 2500 videos, having a total
of about 700K frames. It is specifically created for unsuper-
vised object discovery, so we perform comparisons to state
of the art on this dataset.
For unsupervised training of our system we used approx-
imately 190k frames from videos chosen from each dataset
(120k from VID and 70k from YTO), at learning iteration 1
- those frames which survived after the data selection mod-
ule. At the second learning iteration, besides improving the
classifier, it is important to have access to larger quantities
of new unlabeled data. Therefore, for training the second
generation of classifiers we added to the unlabeled training
set additional 1 million soft-masks, as follows: 600k frames
from VID and 400k from the YouTube Bounding Boxes
dataset - again, those frames which survived after filtering
with the EvalSeg-Net data selection module. Before data
selection videos were randomly chosen from each set, VID
or YouTube Bounding Boxes, until the total of 1M was
reached. We did not add more frames due to heavy compu-
tation and storage limitations.
Evaluation metrics. We use different kinds of metrics in
our experiments, which depend on the specific task that re-
quires either bounding box fitting or fine segmentation:
– CorLoc - for evaluating the detection of bounding boxes
the most commonly used metric is CorLoc. It is defined
as the percentage of images correctly localized accord-
ing to the PASCAL criterion:Bp∩BGTBp∪BGT ≥ 0.5, where BP
is the predicted bounding box and BGT is the ground
truth bounding box.
– F-β = (1−β
2)precision×recall
β2×precision+recall for evaluating the segmen-
tation score on Pascal-S dataset. We use the official eval-
uation code when reporting results. As in all previous
works, we set β2 = 0.3.
– P-J metric P refers to the precision per pixel, while J
is the Jaccard similarity (the intersection over union be-
tween the output mask the and ground truth segmenta-
tions). We use this metric only on Object Discovery in
Internet images. For computing the reported results we
use the official evaluation code.
– MAE - Mean Absolute Error is defined as the average
pixel-wise difference between the predicted mask and
the ground truth. Different from the other metrics, for
this metric a lower value is better.
– mean IoU score is defined as |G∩Y ||G∪Y | where G represents
the ground truth and Y the predicted mask.
5.1 Evaluation of different system components
Student vs. teacher In Figure 8 we present qualitative re-
sults on VID dataset as compared to VideoPCA. We can see
that the masks produced by VideoPCA are of lower qual-
ity, often having holes, non-smooth boundaries and strange
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LowRes-Net FConv-Net DenseU-Net BasicU-Net DilateU-Net Avg Multi-Net MultiSelect-Net Avg
Iteration 1 62.1 57.6 54.6 59.1 61.8 59.0 65.3 62.4 63.9
Iteration 2 63.5 61.3 59.4 65.2 65.8 63.0 67.0 67.3 67.2
Gain 1.4 : 3.7 : 4.8 : 6.1 : 4.0 : 4.0 : 1.7 : 4.9 : 3.3 :
Table 1 Results of our networks and ensembles on YouTube Objects v1 (Prest et al (2012)) dataset (CorLoc metric) at both iterations (generations).
We present the average of CorLoc metric of all 10 classes from YTO dataset for each model and ensemble, as well as the average of all single
models and the average of the ensembles. As it can be seen, at the second generation there is a clear increase in performance for all models. Also
note that at the second generation a single model is able to outperform all the methods (single or ensemble) from the first generation.
LowRes-Net FConv-Net DenseU-Net BasicU-Net DilateU-Net Avg Multi-Net MultiSelect-Net Avg
Iteration 1 85.8 79.8 83.3 86.8 85.6 84.3 85.8 86.7 86.3
Iteration 2 86.7 85.6 86.7 87.1 87.9 86.8 86.4 88.2 87.3
Gain 0.9 : 5.8 : 3.4 : 0.3 : 2.3 : 2.5 : 0.6 : 1.5 : 1.0 :
Table 2 Results of our networks and ensemble on Object Discovery in Internet Images (Rubinstein et al (2013)) dataset (CorLoc metric) at both
iterations (generations). We presented the average CorLoc metric of single models and ensembles per class as well as overall. Note that at the
second generation there is a clear increase in performance for all methods. On average, single models from the second iteration are superior to the
ensembles from the first.
LowRes-Net FConv-Net DenseU-Net BasicU-Net DilateU-Net Avg Multi-Net MultiSelect-Net Avg
Iteration 1 64.6 51.5 65.2 65.4 65.8 62.5 67.8 67.1 67.5
Iteration 2 66.9 61.7 68.4 68.0 67.5 66.5 69.1 68.5 68.8
Gain 2.3 : 10.2 : 3.2 : 2.6 : 1.7 : 4.0 : 1.3 : 1.4 : 1.3 :
Table 3 Results of our networks and ensemble on Pascal-S (Li et al (2014)) dataset (F-β metric), for all of our methods for first and second
generations as well as their average performance. Note that in this case, since we evaluate actual segmentations and not bounding box fitting, nets
with higher resolution output perform better (DenseU-Net, BasicU-Net and DilateU-Net). Again, ensembles outperform single models and the
second iteration brings a clear gain in every case.
shapes. In contrast, the students learn more general shape
and appearance characteristics of objects in images, remind-
ing of the grouping principles governing the basis of visual
perception as studied by the Gestalt psychologists (Rock and
Palmer (1990)) and the more recent work on the concept
of ”objectness” (Alexe et al (2010)). The object masks pro-
duced by the students are simpler, with very few holes, have
nicer and smoother shapes and capture well the foreground-
background contrast and organization. Another interesting
observation is that the students are able to detect multiple
objects, a feature that is less commonly achieved by the
teacher.
In Figure 5 we see comparative results between the av-
erage of individual models, the ensembles formed and the
teacher. Note that the teacher at the next generation reported
is the MultiSelect-Net ensemble from the first. We observe
that the students at both iterations outperform their respec-
tive teachers, which is an interesting and positive outcome.
It suggests that we can repeat the process over several itera-
tions and continue to improve. It is also encouraging that the
individual nets, which see a single image, are able to gener-
alize and detect objects that are discovered by the teacher in
sequences of images.
First vs. next generation. As seen in Tables 1, 2 3 and Fig-
ure 7 at the second generation we obtain a clear gain over
the first, on all experiments and datasets. This result proves
the value of our proposed algorithm that starts from a com-
pletely unsupervised object discoverer in video (VideoPCA)
and is able to train neural nets for foreground object segmen-
tation, while improving their accuracy over two generations.
It uses the students from iteration 1 as teachers at iteration
2. At the second iteration, it also uses more unlabeled train-
ing data and it is better at automatically filtering out poor
quality segmentations.
Impact of data selection. Data selection is important as
seen in Figure 6. The more selective we are when we accept
or reject soft-masks used for training, the better the end re-
sult. Also note that being more selective means decreasing
the training set. There is a trade-off between selectivity and
training data size.
Neural architecture vs. data. As seen in Tables 1, 2 and 3
different network architecture yield different results, while
ensembles always outperform individual models. While the
actual CNN architecture has a certain role in performance,
another equally important aspect is that of data size. The
more data we have the more selective we can afford to be
and also the more we could generalize. It is important to
increase the data from one generation to the next in order
to avoid simply imitating the ensemble of the previous gen-
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Fig. 5 Comparison between the teacher, individual student nets and the
ensembles, across two generations (blue line - first iteration; red line -
second iteration). Individual students (for which we report average val-
ues) outperform the teacher on both iterations, while the ensembles are
even stronger than the individual nets. For the second iteration teacher
we report the MultiSelect-Net version of the ensemble (since we con-
sider this to be an upper bound). The plots are computed over results
on the YouTube Objects dataset using the CorLoc metric (percentage).
Fig. 6 Impact of data selection for both iterations. Data selection
(module C) strongly affects the results at each iteration. Note that
results from iteration 2 with no selection are slightly better than the
ones from iteration 1 with selection. This happens because the unla-
beled training data is increased and the second generation (iteration 2)
teacher pathway is superior, providing better quality masks for training.
The results represent the average over 10 classes on YouTube Objects
using CorLoc percentage metric.
eration. In Tables 4 and 5 we show additional tests with
our baseline architecture, LowRes-Net, when trained with
training sets of different sizes. It is obvious that adding
new unlabeled data has a positive effect on performance.
The idea of increasing the data in stages is also related to
approaches in curriculum learning (Bengio et al (2009)),
where we first learn from easy cases then move to the more
complex ones.
Analysis of different ConvNets. Our experiments show that
different architectures are better at different tasks. LowRes-
Net, for example, performs well on the task of box fitting
since that does not require a fine sharp object mask. On the
other hand, when evaluating the exact segmentation, nets
with higher resolution output, which are more specialized
for this task perform better. Overall, at the second genera-
tion, on box fitting the best single net on average is DilateU-
Net and the top ensemble is MultiSelect-Net. However,
when it comes to evaluating the actual segmentation the
winner is DenseU-Net for single models and Multi-Net for
ensembles. In our qualitative results we find that DenseU-
Net produces masks with fewer ”holes” when compared to
DilateU-Net, after thresholding and, thus, it is better suited
for segmentation evaluation. When evaluating the bounding
box, these holes do not affect the box and the best model
is DilateU-Net. Also, DenseU-Net tends to outputs a mask
with higher confidence on the whole object, as opposed to
the BasicU-Net and DilateU-Net that output masks with
lower confidence around some regions of the object (such
as the eyes or wheels). This could be another reason why
DenseU-Net produces better segmentations. The model that
struggles most during the first iteration is FConv-Net, with
significant improvement at the second iteration when the
unsupervised training masks are closer to the correct ones.
Also note that the baseline LowRes-Net is a top model on
box fitting at the first iteration. The quantitative differences
between architectures are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3, while
the qualitative differences can be seen in Figure 7.
Training data CorLoc Testing dataset
LowRes-Net VID 56.1 YTOLowRes-Net VID + YTO 62.2
Table 4 Influence of adding more unlabeled data, evaluated on YTO
with the CorLoc metric. As it can be seen, adding data significantly
increases the performance by about 6%.
Training data mean P mean J
LowRes-Net VID 87.73 61.25
LowRes-Net VID + YTO 88.36 62.33
Table 5 Influence of adding more unlabeled data on the Object Dis-
covery in Internet images dataset - PJ metric. The performance in-
creases by about 1%.
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Fig. 7 Visual comparison between models at each iteration (generation). We marked with a purple dot the output of our MultiSelect-Net (the top
selected student soft mask with EvalSeg-Net). The Multi-Net represents the pixel-wise multiplication between the five models. Note the superior
masks at the second generation, with better shapes, fewer holes and sharper edges.
5.2 Comparisons with state of the art
Object discovery in video. We first performed comparisons
with methods specifically designed for object discovery in
video. For that, we choose the YouTube Objects dataset and
compare it to the best methods on this dataset in the litera-
ture (Table 6). Evaluations are conducted on both versions
of YouTube Objects dataset, YTOv1 (Prest et al (2012))
and YTOv2.2 (Kalogeiton et al (2016)). On YTOv1 we fol-
low the same experimental setup as (Jun Koh et al (2016);
Prest et al (2012)), by running experiments only on the
training videos. We have not included in Table 6 the results
reported by Stretcu and Leordeanu (2015) because they use
a different setup, testing on all videos from YTOv1. It is
important to stress out, again, the fact that while the meth-
ods presented here for comparison have access to whole
video shots, ours only needs a single image at test time.
Despite this limitation, our method outperforms the others
on 7 out of 10 classes and has the best overall average per-
formance. Note that even our baseline LowRes-Net at the
first iteration achieves top performance. The feed-forward
CNN processes each image in 0.02 sec, being at least one to
two orders of magnitude faster than all other methods (see
Table 6). We also mention that in all our comparisons, while
our system is faster at test time, it takes much longer during
its unsupervised training phase and requires large quantities
of unsupervised training data.
Object discovery in images We compare our system
against other methods that perform image discovery in im-
ages. We use two different datasets for this comparison:
Object Discovery in Internet Images and Pascal-S datasets.
We report results using metrics that are commonly used for
these tasks, as presented at the beginning of the experimen-
tal section.
Object Discovery in Internet Images is a representative
benchmark for foreground object detection in single images.
This set contains internet images and it is annotated with
high detail segmentation masks. In order to enable compar-
ison with previous methods, we use the 100 images subsets
provided for each of the three categories: airplane, car and
horse. The methods evaluated on this dataset in the litera-
ture, aim to either discover the bounding box of the main
object in a given image or its fine segmentation mask. We
evaluate our system on both. Note that different from other
works, we do not need a collection of images during test
time, since each image can be processed independently by
our system. Therefore, unlike other methods, our perfor-
mance is not affected by the structure of the image collec-
tion or the number of classes of interest being present in the
collection.
In Table 7 we present the performance of our method
as compared to other unsupervised object discovery meth-
ods in terms of CorLoc on the Object Discovery dataset.
We compare our predicted box against the tight box fitted
around the ground-truth segmentation as done in Cho et al
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Fig. 8 Qualitative results on the VID dataset (Russakovsky et al (2015)). For each iteration we show results of the best individual and
ensemble models, in terms of CorLoc metric. Note the superior quality of our models compared to the VideoPCA (iteration 1 teacher).
We also present the ground truth bounding boxes. For more qualitative results please visit our project page https://sites.google.com/view/
unsupervisedlearningfromvideo
Method Aero Bird Boat Car Cat Cow Dog Horse Mbike Train Avg Time Version
Prest et al (2012) 51.7 17.5 34.4 34.7 22.3 17.9 13.5 26.7 41.2 25.0 28.5 N/A
Papazoglou and Ferrari (2013) 65.4 67.3 38.9 65.2 46.3 40.2 65.3 48.4 39.0 25.0 50.1 4s
v1
Jun Koh et al (2016) 64.3 63.2 73.3 68.9 44.4 62.5 71.4 52.3 78.6 23.1 60.2 N/A
Haller and Leordeanu (2017) 76.3 71.4 65.0 58.9 68.0 55.9 70.6 33.3 69.7 42.4 61.1 0.35s
LowRes-Netiter1 77.0 67.5 77.2 68.4 54.5 68.3 72.0 56.7 44.1 34.9 62.1 0.02s
LowRes-Netiter2 79.7 67.5 68.3 69.6 59.4 75 78.7 48.3 48.5 39.5 63.5 0.02s
DilateU-Netiter2 85.1 72.7 76.2 68.4 59.4 76.7 77.3 46.7 48.5 46.5 65.8 0.02s
MultiSelect-Netiter2 84.7 72.7 78.2 69.6 60.4 80.0 78.7 51.7 50.0 46.5 67.3 0.15s
Haller and Leordeanu (2017) 76.3 68.5 54.5 50.4 59.8 42.4 53.5 30.0 53.5 60.7 54.9 0.35s
v2.2
LowRes-Netiter1 75.7 56.0 52.7 57.3 46.9 57.0 48.9 44.0 27.2 56.2 52.2 0.02s
LowRes-Netiter2 78.1 51.8 49.0 60.5 44.8 62.3 52.9 48.9 30.6 54.6 53.4 0.02s
DilateU-Netiter2 74.9 50.7 50.7 60.9 45.7 60.1 54.4 42.9 30.6 57.8 52.9 0.02s
BasicU-Netiter2 82.2 51.8 51.5 62.0 50.9 64.8 55.5 45.7 35.3 55.9 55.6 0.02s
MultiSelect-Netiter2 81.7 51.5 54.1 62.5 49.7 68.8 55.9 50.4 33.3 57.0 56.5 0.15s
Table 6 Results on Youtube Objects dataset, versions v1 (Prest et al (2012)) and v2.2 (Kalogeiton et al (2016)). We achieve state of the art results
on both versions. Please note that the baseline LowRes-Net already achieves top results on v1, while being close to the best on v2.2. We present
results of the top individual and ensemble models and also keep the baseline LowRes-Net at both iterations, for reference. Note that complete
results on this dataset v1 for all models are also presented in Table 1.
(2015); Tang et al (2014). Our system can be considered in
the mixed class category: it does not depend on the struc-
ture of the image collection. It treats each image indepen-
dently. The performance of the other algorithms degrades
as the number of main categories increases in the collection
(some are not even tested by their authors on the mixed-class
case), which is not the case with our approach.
We obtain state of the art results on all classes, improv-
ing by a significant margin over the method of Cho et al
(2015). When the method in Cho et al (2015) is allowed to
see a collection of images that are limited to a single major-
ity class, its performance improves and it is equal with ours
on one class. However, our method has no other information
necessary besides the input image, at test time.
We also tested our method on the task of fine foreground
object segmentation and compared to the best performers in
the literature on the Object Discovery dataset in Table 8. For
refining our soft masks we apply the GrabCut method, as it
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Fig. 9 Qualitative results on the Object Discovery dataset as compared to (B) Rubinstein et al (2013). For both iterations we present results of the
top single and ensemble models (C-F), without using GrabCut. We also present results when GrabCut is used with the top ensemble (G). Note that
our models are able to segment objects from classes that were not present in the training set (examples on the right side). Also, note that the initial
VideoPCA teacher cannot be applied on single images.
Method Airplane Car Horse Avg
Kim et al (2011) 21.95 0.00 16.13 12.69
Joulin et al (2010) 32.93 66.29 54.84 51.35
Joulin et al (2012) 57.32 64.04 52.69 58.02
Rubinstein et al (2013) 74.39 87.64 63.44 75.16
Tang et al (2014) 71.95 93.26 64.52 76.58
Cho et al (2015) 82.93 94.38 75.27 84.19
Cho et al (2015) mixed 81.71 94.38 70.97 82.35
LowRes-Netiter1 87.80 95.51 74.19 85.83
LowRes-Netiter2 93.90 92.13 74.19 86.74
DilateU-Netiter2 95.12 95.51 73.12 87.92
MultiSelect-Netiter2 93.90 95.51 75.27 88.22
Table 7 Results on the Object Discovery in Internet images (Rubin-
stein et al (2013)) dataset (CorLoc metric). The results obtained in the
first iteration are further improved in the second one. We present the
best single and ensemble models, along with the baseline LowRes-Net
at both iterations. Among the single models DilateU-Net is often the
best when evaluating box fitting.
is available in OpenCV. We evaluate based on the same P, J
evaluation metric as described by Rubinstein et al (2013) -
the higher P and J, the better. In Figure 9 and 10 we present
some qualitative results for each class. As mentioned pre-
viously, these experiments on Object Discovery in Internet
Airplane Car Horse
P J P J P J
Kim et al (2011) 80.20 7.90 68.85 0.04 75.12 6.43
Joulin et al (2010) 49.25 15.36 58.70 37.15 63.84 30.16
Joulin et al (2012) 47.48 11.72 59.20 35.15 64.22 29.53
Rubinstein et al (2013) 88.04 55.81 85.38 64.42 82.81 51.65
Chen et al (2014) 90.25 40.33 87.65 64.86 86.16 33.39
LowRes-Netiter1 91.41 61.37 86.59 70.52 87.07 55.09
LowRes-Netiter2 90.61 60.19 87.05 71.52 88.73 55.31
DenseU-Netiter2 91.03 64.46 85.71 72.51 87.14 55.44
Multi-Netiter2 91.13 66.02 87.67 73.98 88.83 55.23
Table 8 Results on the Object Discovery in Internet images (Rubin-
stein et al (2013)) dataset using (P, J metric) on segmentation evalua-
tion. We present results of the top single and ensemble models, along
with LowRes-Net at both iterations. On the task of fine object seg-
mentation the best individual model tends to be DenseU-Net as also
mentioned in the text. Note that we applied GrabCut on these experi-
ments only as a post-processing step, since all methods reported in this
Table also used it.
Images are the only ones on which we apply GrabCut as a
post-processing step, as also used by all competing methods
presented in Table 8.
Another important dataset used for the evaluation of
a related task, that of salient object detection, is Pascal-S
dataset, consisting of 850 images. As seen from Table 9
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Fig. 10 Qualitative results on the Object Discovery in Internet Images Rubinstein et al (2013) dataset. For each example we show the input RGB
image and immediately below our segmentation result, with GrabCut post processing for obtaining a hard segmentation. Note that our method
produces good quality segmentation results, even in images with cluttered background.
we achieve top results on all three metrics against methods
that do not use any supervised pre-trained features. Being
a foreground object detection method, our approach is usu-
ally biased towards the main object in the image - even
though it can also detect multiple ones. Images in Pascal-S
usually have more objects, so we consider our results very
encouraging being close to approaches that use features pre-
trained in a supervised manner. Also note that we did not
use GrabCut for these experiments.
On single image experiments, our system was trained,
as discussed before on other, video datasets (VID, YTO and
YTB). It has not previously seen any of the images in Pascal-
S or Object Discovery datasets during training.
5.3 Transfer learning experiments
While the focus of the paper is foreground object detection
in the unsupervised learning setup, we also want to verify
the usefulness of our approach on transfer learning experi-
ments. We design experiments to test two aspects of our sys-
tem - the actual unsupervised features learned and the final
output foreground mask. We perform tests on YouTube Ob-
jects v1 dataset, in a relatively standard supervised classifi-
cation setup, by learning to classify individual video frames
with the class given by their parent video shot - for a total of
ten classes.
We use the frames from the YTO training videos for
training and the ones from the YTO test videos for test-
Method Fβ MAE
mean
IoU
pre-trained
supervised
features?
Wei et al (2012) 56.2 22.6 41.6 no
Li et al (2015) 56.8 19.2 42.4 no
Zhu et al (2014) 60.0 19.7 43.9 no
Yang et al (2013) 60.7 21.7 43.8 no
Zhang et al (2015) 60.8 20.2 44.3 no
Tu et al (2016) 60.9 19.4 45.3 no
Zhang et al (2017) 68.0 14.1 54.9 init VGG
LowRes-Netiter1 64.6 19.6 48.7 no
LowRes-Netiter2 66.9 18.3 51.4 no
DenseU-Netiter2 68.4 17.6 51.6 no
Multi-Netiter2 69.1 19.2 53.0 no
Table 9 Results on the PASCAL-S dataset compared against other un-
supervised methods. For MAE score lower is better, while for Fβ and
mean IoU higher is better. We reported max Fβ , min MAE and max
mean IoU for every method. In bold we presented the top results when
no supervised pre-trained features were used.
ing. We test on a frame by frame basis and report the av-
erage multiclass classification percentage - how often the
correct class is chosen out of ten classes. This problem is dif-
ficult for several reasons: 1) the training and testing frames
come from different videos in YTO, that vary significantly
in appearance and background scene 2) the object of inter-
est is not present in every frame, which makes the classifica-
tion rely heavily on the contextual scene. 3) there are multi-
ple objects in many frames, having a cluttered background,
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while the object of interest goes through different changes
in scale, viewpoint and pose.
We have two experimental setups for this task, one
focused on the pre-trained features and the other on the
foreground masks. In the first setup, we replace the last
fully connected layer from our baseline model LowRes-Net
with a classification part and freeze the network up to a
given depth, using as pre-trained features the ones from the
unsupervised learning task. Then, we fine-tune the end part
on the given supervised classification task. In the second
experimental setup we extract features from VGG network
pre-trained (Simonyan and Zisserman (2014)) on ImageNet
from different subwindows of the image, one being the
bounding box given by the unsupervised LowRes-Net. Both
tests that are presented next in more detail, prove that our
approach is useful on transfer learning tasks.
Using the unsupervised features. In this experimental
setup, we replace the last fully connected layer with classi-
fication part, composed of a reduction convolutional layer
having four filters and a final fully connected layer with 10
neurons. We test various cases by freezing different parts of
the LowRes network and fine-tune the rest on the supervised
classification task. The results are presented in Figure 11.
They strongly suggest that the features learned in an
unsupervised way from the middle of the network are best
suited for semantic classification. The result clearly demon-
strates the usefulness of the unsupervised features on the su-
pervised classification task. In all cases when these features
are used the results are improved (”concat”, ”conv2 2”, ”init
pre-trained”) except for one case, ”conv3 3”. This happens
because the pretrained features used in this case are from
the top level - when the final segmentation is produced. At
that level the semantic information is already lost. On the
contrary, when features are frozen at the middle of the net-
work, the best results are obtained.
Using the detected foreground bounding box. In these
experiments we extract ’fc7’ VGG19 features, pre-trained
on ImageNet, by passing through VGG19 different subwin-
dows of the image rescaled appropriately, namely the whole
image, the center box with height and width being half the
original image size and the window cropped according to the
bounding box produced by LowRes-Net. We concatenate
such features taken from these windows in different com-
binations and pass them through a last fully connected layer
with 10 neurons, which we train on the given classification
task. We then, test the different combinations as shown in
Table 10. When using features extracted from the bounding-
box fitted with LowRes-Net (alone or in combination with
the whole image), we obtain significantly better results com-
pared to the case when windows are extracted from fixed lo-
cations only (middle box, whole image or in combination).
Fig. 11 Transfer learning with pre-trained unsupervised features: the
”random freeze” case is when the network is randomly initialized then
frozen and the classification part is trained; ”random init” is when the
whole network and the classification part are randomly initialized and
then trained jointly, end-to-end; ”concat”, ”conv2 2” and ”conv3 3”
refer to cases where the network trained in the unsupervised way is
frozen up to and including that specified layer, and the rest, includ-
ing the classification part, is then trained; the ”init pre-trained” case
is when the network is initialized with the pre-trained features from
LowRes-Net then everything fine-tuned on the classification task. The
results indicate that the optimal case is when unsupervised pre-trained
features from the middle part are used, which are more likely to be
relevant for different semantic classes than the last deep features that
produce the final segmentation.
Region of extracted features Multiclass recognition rate
Whole image 69.1
Middle crop image 64.9
Cropped image by LowRes-Net 70.2
Whole + middle crop 67.2
Whole + cropped by LowRes-Net 72.7
Table 10 Classification experiments using the foreground mask. Dif-
ferent sub-windows of the image are passed through VGG19 and fea-
tures are extracted for the given classification task. Note that a signifi-
cant boost is obtained when features are also extracted from the bound-
ing box fitting based on the soft-mask predicted by LowRes-Net.
These results verify that the foreground segmentation mask
detected with our models is, as expected, directly related to
the main video class and constitutes a valuable source of in-
formation in image classification tasks.
Overall, the classification experiments presented in this
Section indicate that the features learned in an unsupervised
manner with our algorithm contain relevant semantic infor-
mation about object classes and could be useful for related
supervised learning tasks.
6 Short discussion on unsupervised learning
The ultimate goal of unsupervised learning might not be
about matching the performance of the supervised case but
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rather about reaching beyond the capabilities of the classi-
cal supervised scenario. An unsupervised system should be
able to learn and recognize different object classes, such as
animals, plants and man-made objects, as they evolve and
change over time, from the past and into the unknown future.
It should also be able to learn about new classes that might
be formed, in relation to others, maybe known ones. We see
this case as fundamentally different from the supervised one
in which the classifier is forced to learn from a distribution
of samples that is fixed and limited to a specific period of
time - that when the human labeling was performed.
Therefore, in the supervised learning paradigm a car
from the future, should not be classified as car, because it
is not a car, according to the supervised distribution of cars
given at present training time, when human annotations are
collected. On the other hand, a system that learns by itself
should be able to track how cars have been changing in time
and recognize such objects as ”cars” - with no step by step
human intervention.
From a temporal perspective, unsupervised learning is
about continuous learning and adaptation to huge quantities
of data that are perpetually changing. Human annotation is
extremely limited in an ocean of data and not able to pro-
vide the so called ”ground truth” information continuously.
Therefore, unsupervised learning will soon become a core
part, larger than the supervised one, in the future of artificial
intelligence.
7 Conclusions and future work
In this article, we present a novel and effective approach to
learning from video, in an unsupervised fashion, to detect
foreground objects in single images. We present a relatively
general algorithm for this task, which offers the possibility
of learning several generations of students and teachers. We
demonstrate in practice that the system improves its perfor-
mance over the course of two generations. We also test the
impact of the different system components on performance
and show state of the art results on three different datasets.
To our best knowledge, it is the first system that learns to
detect and segment foreground objects in images in an unsu-
pervised fashion, with no pre-trained features given or man-
ual labeling, while requiring only a single image at test time.
The convolutional networks trained along the student
pathway are able to learn general ”objectness” characteris-
tics, which include good form, closure, smooth contours, as
well as contrast with the background. What the simpler ini-
tial VideoPCA teacher discovers over time, the deep, com-
plex student is able to learn across several layers of im-
age features at different levels of abstraction. Our results on
transfer learning experiments are also encouraging and show
additional cases in which such a system could be useful. In
future work we plan to further grow our computational and
storage capabilities to demonstrate the power of our unsu-
pervised learning algorithm along many generations of stu-
dent and teacher networks. We believe that our approach,
tested here in extensive experiments, will bring a valuable
contribution to computer vision research.
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